FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Macks Set Release and Tour Dates for Blues-infused Rock ‘n’ Roll Debut Album “Camp Poppa”
PORTLAND, OR., December 13, 2017 – The Macks today announced that the Portland-based band will
release its debut album “Camp Poppa” on December 20. The ten, studio-recorded tracks are filled with the
band’s hallmark sound of edgy, blues-infused rock ‘n’ roll. The Macks will take the album on a three week
tour starting at the end of the month with stops in Oregon, California, Arizona and New Mexico.
Fans of The Macks were treated to an early listen and YouTube video for the track “Flowers” in November.
The humorous story-line produced by Lucas Paris features various states of peril at the hand of a mysterious
red-nailed woman for all four band members: vocalist Sam Fulwiler, lead guitarist Ben Windheim, drummer
Joe Windheim and bassist Bailey Sauls.
“The ‘Camp Poppa’ album was incredibly fun to make. From recording to mixing to making the ‘Flowers’
video, we have all had a blast with it,” said Ben Windheim. “We can’t wait to share it throughout the U.S. in
2018. It’s going to be an exciting year.”
Often compared by fans and music reviewers to Cage the Elephant, The Black Keys and even Led Zeppelin,
The Macks members have a collective charisma that has made their live performances known in Portland,
Corvallis and Eugene, Oregon. The Macks are looking forward to taking that energy on the road in
December to bring ‘Camp Poppa’ to an ever-growing audience. Tour dates, locations and times are available
on the bands website themacksband.com.
About the ‘Camp Poppa’ Album
Fans of The Macks live shows will be familiar with “Camp Poppa” as the band members are often wearing
shirts, hats or even tattoos with the block lettering. The phrase also has a deeper meaning to front man,
Fulwiler. The original “Camp Poppa” was a childhood event started by his grandfather to foster family
connection. It has since grown to be a symbol embraced by The Macks that bonds family, friends and fans
with the band.
The “Camp Poppa” album was produced by Ben Windheim who also engineered and mixed the songs with
-more-

Sam Lay of Sam Lay Mobile Recording. The album was mastered by Thaddeus Moore of Liquid Mastering.
On December 20, “Camp Popppa” will be available via CD, tape, streaming and digital download on all
major media including Spotify, Bandcamp, Soundcloud and iTunes. The tracks “Flowers” and “Problems for
Me” are available now for streaming and digital download.
About The Macks
Anything is on the table for a show with The Macks, including stage dives, public displays of affection,
youthful exuberance, partial nudity, and whomping solos. The Macks have taken an active role in the
Portland, Eugene, and Corvallis music scenes with a supportive and dedicated following. The band boasts a
DIY ethic, producing all music, videos, merchandise, and art themselves. They also build many of their own
shows, whether it be a benefit show for the Portland homeless community or house shows supporting touring
artists. Their debut EP “Happy Camper” released in August 2016 and has received positive reviews marking
it as “a golden addition to the flourishing community of up and coming alternative rock.”
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